
BFS.1B Large Car Rear Window Decal
Vinyl 24" Inch 60cm Black

Instruction manual



Thank you for choosing Bassface. From the simplest connector to our top of the range
amplifier - every element of these products has been designed to give you the best possible
performance for your money. Please take the time to read these instructions carefully as
they contain useful and important information. Modern high power audio systems can
generate voltages at the speaker similar to mains operated equipment – for some reason
everyone seems to ignore or forget this. Your wiring needs to be good to be safe. Please
remember this and take your time. Please exercise caution when setting volume levels –
powerful audio equipment can easily produce enough sound to permanently damage
hearing. Remember that audio competitors use ear protection when operating and
competing. Do remember that incorrect installation or abuse is not covered under warranty
– please make sure that your installation and any partnered product is suitable and
compatible. If you are unsure please seek qualified advice before proceeding. Always use
appropriate hand and eye protection when working with tools, and always work within your
capabilties as an installer. We offer a 12 month manufacturer warranty via your distributor
or retailer. Please retain your purchase receipt as proof of purchase. Please note that
Bassface operates a policy of continuous product development and we reserve the right to
change specification without prior notice. You can follow our process on our website by
reviewing the version history information.

Please note that we sometimes include information inside these manuals which we feel is of
potential value to the client on related subjects such as conversion charts, capacitance
values or wiring diagrams. Please feel free to copy any of this information since it is in the
public domain.

To install the sticker, ensure the surface is clean and dry. Then, remove a little bit of the
backing from the adhesive side of the sticker and apply to the target surface once you are
sure the sticker is positioned correctly (You can use masking tape to hoel it in place
temporarily whist you align it). Then, remove a small amount of backing at a time and
smooth down carefully from the centre line outwards, using your fingers or a credit card to
push the sticker dowm firmly against the surface. The sticker can also be applied to a wet
surface which makes positioning more simple. To do this spray the clean application
surface with a fine mist of water (with a few drops of washing up liquid in) and then remove
the whole of the adhesive backing from the sticker. Spray the sticker adhesive also with a
fine mist and then place the whole sticker onto the completely wetted surface. Without
pressing the surface hard, quickly manipulate the sticker into the correct position and then,
from the centre point outwards, use a credit card to expel the water and smooth the vinyl
down to the surface. Whichever method you choose, once the sticker is properly adhered to
the target surface you can carefully remove the backing to reveal the final result in all its
coolness!

Thanks for ordering our cool sticker and supporting the Bassface brand name. We really
appreciate it. Best regards, Bassface Team Worldwide.


